Government investment in the infrastructure that facilitates scientific research and advancement helped make America safer, stronger, and more successful in the 20th century. The challenges of the 21st century make it more important than ever to renew our commitment to that kind of forward-thinking investment.

Less than 1% federal government funds spent on new academic research space

80% drop in just seven years in federal funding for construction of higher-ed research facilities

24% decrease in just five years for federal research funding for research equipment at higher-ed institutions
FOLLOWING WORLD WAR II and after the Soviet launch of Sputnik in 1957, the United States government began heavily investing in scientific infrastructure programs to support construction and renovation of research facilities and equipment. But many of the programs launched during that era ended by the early 1970s, and federal contributions for research infrastructure at the nation’s colleges and universities dropped.

This neglect of the physical infrastructure for research threatens the long-term vitality of the U.S. scientific enterprise, especially given the significant investments made by Asian and European nations in recent years. AAU therefore recommends that Congress and the administration take steps to bolster our investment in American research infrastructure.

1 Include Research Infrastructure as a Major Component of Any Infrastructure Package. This would involve: growing funding for the NSF’s Major Research Instrumentation Mid-scale Research Infrastructure and Major Research Equipment and Facilities Construction programs (further information here); revitalizing the NSF’s Academic Research Infrastructure program; and increasing investment in the Department of Energy’s (DOE) Science Laboratories Infrastructure Program, which provides critical funding to maintain, repair, and upgrade core DOE national laboratory and scientific user facility operations.

2 Support Research at Federal Agencies on Smart Infrastructure. Key programs include NSF’s Cyber-Physical Systems Initiative and DOE’s Grid Modernization Initiative.

3 Fund Expansion of Broadband Capacity and Access. Highly advanced broadband networks will support cutting-edge research and enhance our national security.

4 Invest in “Tool Crafting” Skills. The ability to develop scientific tools—known as “tool crafting”—requires highly specialized and skilled-trades workers. Some research cannot be done without tool-crafting personnel, and they provide a vital training function for students.

5 Encourage OSTP to Convene a National Science and Technology Committee Working Group. This group would assess research infrastructure at federal agencies and review capacity and needs for improving research infrastructure at universities.